
The main purpose of reading 
 

• To develop a fundamental life skill 

• To be good confident readers 

• To enjoy books 

• To use books for reference 

• Learning other skills through books 

•  Understanding our world and its marvels 

•  Discovering new ways of looking at life 

 



The Reading Curriculum at 
Milton Mount in KS1/EY 

• Phonics- daily basis 

• Shared reading in english lessons 

• Guided reading- daily sessions at least weekly per child and 

1:1 in reception 

• Independent reading where appropriate 

• Home/school reading with a clear reading focus  

• Hearing books read aloud on a regular basis that cover a wide 

variety of authors. 

• Interventions 

• Reading in other subject areas 



2 components of reading 

 

• Decoding (phonics) banded books 

• Comprehension (understanding) 

 



Systematic Phonic Teaching 
• Hear a whole word, segment it into units of sound 

 

• Grapheme/phoneme correspondence  

    Single lettered phonemes Two/three lettered   phonemes 

 
1. Decode (sound out)  

ship 
sh-i-p 

2. Blend (repeat the sounds in order, several times, stretch 
it!) 

 
When writing we reverse the process 

 



Song of Sounds 
• We teach phonics using ‘Song of Sounds’ in 

Reception, Year 1 and Year 2.   

• Song of Sounds has a song at its heart that 
teaches children all the phonemes they need 
to read and write English successfully with a 
highly active approach using whole body 
actions. You can find this song on you tube to 
practise with your child at home.  



Tricky words 

• Learn by sight       

I the he she we be 
me go no to was my 
you they all are 
     

 



Reading strategies 

• Locate title, look and discuss front cover. Use 
words such as characters, setting. 

• Look at the pictures first and tell the story 
• Read together, look for letters/ sounds you know 
• Look for familiar parts of the words to help you 

read 
• Sound out words and encourage to read tricky 

words 
 



• Don’t forget to read with your child – 
they do not need to read every single 
word on the page. 

 
• Write a brief entry in the home-

school communication book each time 
you read with your child – this needn’t 
be an onerous task, simply write the 
date, title and make a brief comment 
on your child’s reading. 



Finally… 
Please don’t worry if you feel that your child 

can’t do all these things.  Children develop 
at different rates. They may appear to 
make no progress for some time, then 
things will suddenly begin to click, and they 
can make rapid progress.  Reading and 
writing are huge skills to master – it takes 
time and practise! 

 

Thank-you for your support! 


